The vestibular system is important for the development of normal movement reactions, motion tolerance, and motor control for postural alignment, balance, and vision. A vestibular system that is damaged by disease or injury in childhood can have a major impact on a child's development. In addition, the emergence of vestibular lesions may also lead to cognitive deficits, including attention deficit. Despite the advances in testing and documentation of vestibular deficits in children, the vestibular problems continue to be an overlooked entity. Many children do not receive treatment that could significantly improve function and address the developmental delays caused by vestibular disorders.

Vestibular rehabilitation therapy (VRT) has been defined as an effective modality for most individuals with disorders of the vestibular or central balance system disorders. The basis for the success of VRT is the use of existing neural mechanisms in the human brain for adaptation, plasticity, and compensation. The vestibular system cannot be considered as a separate entity ignoring other balance subsystems. Hence, a modified VRT program, named pediatric balance therapy with special modifications in exercises, was developed for children with vestibular disorders, in accordance to the whole balance system.

1. Introduction

The vestibular system develops relatively early during the gestation period and has been known as a dual-functioning system [1]. This system is composed of vestibulo-ocular and vestibulo-spinal subsystems, each represented by distinct tasks and testing methods. Labyrinthine reflexes, which are mediated by the vestibulo-spinal system, provide postural tone necessary for the emergence of early motor milestones (for e.g. rolling, sitting, standing) [2].
Vestibular dysfunction in children may occur as a pure entity after audio-vestibular disorders. The incidence of peripheral vestibular disorders in children similar to that of the adults (e.g. Ménières disease, perilymphatic fistula, benign paroxysmal positional vertigo) has been reported [3-6]. Similarly, like adults with central nervous system impairment, the children with traumatic brain injury or other central nervous system insult may be expected to have central vestibular deficits [7]. However, investigations of vestibular dysfunction in children with such diagnoses are scarce [8-11]. Dysfunction may be found as comorbidity with developmental disorders [12]. Vestibular dysfunction has been reported in children with attention deficit, hyperactivity disorder [13], autism [14], cerebral palsy [15], Down’s syndrome [16], etc.

With respect to the lack of specialized vestibular programs in children with deep insight into the basic vestibular testing results and looking to whole balance system function, we tried to collect data to make a more comprehensive balance rehabilitation program in children with vestibular dysfunction.

2. Adverse Effects of Vestibular Disorders in Children

The vestibular system can get affected by various diseases during childhood, and this can have a major impact on a child’s development [17]. Furthermore, cognitive vestibular interaction has been documented in many researches [18, 19]. The vestibular system plays a critical role in maintaining the balance function, and therefore, its inputs must be integrated with the highest brain functions [19]. Over the last decade, there has been a steady accumulation of evidence to suggest that vestibular lesions may also lead to cognitive deficits, including deficits in attention [18], and learning and memory [20] that are not necessarily directly attributable to the reflexive symptoms and perceptual abnormalities associated with the damage. Rather, there is increasing evidence that the loss of vestibular sensory information may alter, perhaps permanently, the way the cognitive processing areas of the brain integrate spatial and nonspatial information [18].

3. VRT and PBT Program

Vestibular Rehabilitation Therapy (VRT) has been defined as an effective modality for most individuals with disorders of the vestibular or central balance system [21]. The basis for the success of VRT is the use of existing neural mechanisms for adaptation, plasticity, and compensation. Specifically designed VRT exercise protocols take advantage of this plasticity of the brain to increase sensitivity and restore symmetry, which results in an improvement in vestibulo-ocular control, an increase in the gain of the vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR), better postural strategies, and increased levels of motor control for movement [21].

As the vestibular system cannot be considered as a separate system ignoring other balance subsystems [22], we developed a modified VRT program for children with vestibular disorders taking into account the whole balance system. The modified system was named as pediatric balance therapy (PBT) with special modifications in exercises to use for the children of 4-12 age group.

The PBT program consists of different stages of balance training, gait exercises, and peripheral and central vestibular key exercises. So, children with vestibular dysfunction receive a comprehensive exercise battery to adapt the central nervous system to a sensory integrated movement planning. While this approach involves the active participation of the child and consists of complicated instructions, it is more practical to be used for children over 4 years of age. Focus of the exercises depends on the balance and vestibular assessment done by a trained audiologist or occupational therapist. Treatments can be delivered to the child via outpatient rehabilitation sessions or home exercises via trained parents. All balance and vestibular assessments can be used to measure the outcomes of the program. The average duration of the PBT program like any other VRT protocols [23] could range from 4 to 10 weeks. Further details will be discussed in PBT principles later.

4. Assessment of Vestibular Functions in Children

The functional integrity of the vestibular system is rarely tested in children. Hence, any impairment goes undetected and untreated. This situation may arise due to the children’s inability to describe the symptoms and even its severity. One of the major difficulties in the identification of vestibular dysfunction in children is the unavailability or the omission of the use of traditional and more recently developed tests of vestibular function in this population [7]. Assessment of children must rely on functional and diagnostic test of VO\(^1\) and Vsp\(^2\) function and vestibular focused balance evaluation [7]. A previous study has reported the clinical measures of balance and functional assessments that have been normed and standardized for use in Iranian children with special disorders. These assessments include the functional reach test, the balance subtests of the Peabody Developmental motor scale (PDMS), the locomotor subtest of the second edition PDMS (PDMS-II) [7], and the Bruininks-Oseretsky test of motor proficiency [24]. Care should
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be taken while selecting the tests because not all tests are appropriate for all age groups [7].

VO mechanisms can be examined by noting the presence of abnormal responses such as gaze-evoked nystagmus or gaze positional nystagmus, corrective saccades on the head-thrust test [25], and visual stabilisation during head rotation (DVA3 testing) [26]. In addition, the VO function can be assessed by rotational testing, which has been reported as a suitable test for evaluating pediatric population [27].

Vsp function can be reliably evaluated by DPT component of posturography [28] and VEMP testing, which has been shown as an applicable test in children [29]. DPT [7] also can be used beside oculomotor testing of Videonystagmography [30] to determine whether neurological dysfunction is evident along with its level in the pediatric population.

5. PBT is Indicated for the Following Conditions

Like any VRT program [23], children with the following conditions will be indicated for PBT program:

Stable vestibular lesion

PBT is indicated by any condition characterized by a stable vestibular deficit, in which evaluation reveals no evidence of a progressive process and the patient’s natural compensation process appears to be incomplete.

Central lesions or mixed central and peripheral lesions

Patients with stable CNS lesions or mixed central and peripheral lesions should not be excluded from treatment, although their prognoses are likely to be more limited than the average patient with a stable peripheral injury.

Neurological disorders or conditions

Conditions like cerebral palsy, ADHD,4 autism, hydrocephalus, a posterior brain tumor, or Wallenberg syndrome (caused by a stroke from a blockage in the vertebral or posterior inferior cerebellar artery of the brain stem).

6. Situations with Non-indication of PBT

Habituation will be almost impossible for an unstable lesion [31], and PBT is generally not applicable for children with unstable dysfunctions, such as Ménières disease. Other medical or surgical approaches should be considered in these cases.

7. Principles of PBT

The goals of PBT are 1) Enhancing gaze stability, 2) Enhancing postural stability, and 3) Improving daily living activities. Special issues should be considered in PBT program such as:

- While the exercises need the active participation of the child, PBT could be used for any child over 4 years of age.
- Children should perform exercises for gaze stability four to five times daily for a total of 20-40 minutes/day, in addition to 20 minutes of balance and gait exercises [7].
- The choice of exercises is guided by both the child’s symptoms and related vestibular assessment results [32]. Exercises must start with postural and gait exercises (Exercises 1-2 in the following section) within the first 20 min for all children, and specialized exercises will be selected based on child’s vestibular function (Exercises 3-5 in the following section).
- Children must be evaluated by the therapist regarding their responses to vestibular stimulations. Children with exaggerated reactions (Hyper sense) should receive mild stimulations while children with a high tendency for vestibular stimulations (Hypo sense) should receive more intense stimulations [33].
- To maximize the child’s participation and cooperation, the use of toys, games, and other items to facilitate visual tracking, or the use of swings to provide the movement during visual stabilization activities are considered important [7].
- Exercise duration is short (1-2 min), and the exercise intensity is defined according to the symptoms [32].
- Habitation and substitution exercises are repetitive (8-10 repetitions for exercises to stabilize gaze) [32].
- Vestibular rehabilitation therapy should be implemented with variable frequencies, with the performance of numerous different suitable tasks for children [32].
- While performing the exercises, stress symptoms need to be searched out, such as crying, blushing or fearing. The practice session needs to be ended with the appearance of any of the mentioned symptoms [33].
- Children with a central or mixed lesion expect a prolonged period of therapy, but the outcome does not vary with the location [34]. Those with mixed lesion sites may require longer therapy. In addition, children
with a pure central lesion demonstrated a trend for a more successful therapy outcome compared to those with mixed lesions [35].

8. Key Exercises

Overall balance and gate exercises for children with vestibular dysfunction

Trampoline

• Ask the child to jump on a trampoline while he/she rotates around himself/herself [33].

• Ask the child to jump up and down on the trampoline [33].

Note: If the child loses his/her balance, make him/her stand in the center of the trampoline and ask them to put their hands on their waist [33].

CP ball

• Ask the child to sit in the center of the ball, opposite arm and leg lifted, hold for 15 seconds, then switch side with both eyes open and closed [33, 36] (Figure 1).

• Place the child prone on CP ball and roll-up, so that his/her hands reach the ground and ask him/her to get up and return to the first position. Repeat it for 15 seconds [33, 37] (Figure 2).

• Place the child supine on CP ball, diagonal curl-up, hips on ball, switch sides, each repeated for 15 seconds [36] (Figure 3).

• Place the child prone on CP ball, opposite arm and leg raised, ask him to hold for 15 seconds, and then switch sides [33, 37] (Figure 4).

• Place the child on CP ball, ask him/her to walk on the ball back and forth, and ask to repeat it for 15 seconds [37] (Figure 5).

• Place the child supine on CP ball, opposite arm and leg raised, hold for 15 seconds, and then switch sides [36] (Figure 6).

• Put the child supine on the ground, ask him/her to lift his/her pelvis for 15 seconds [36] (Figure 7).
Balance board

- Ask the child to stand on a balance board and hold on for 10 seconds [33].
- Ask the child to be on the balance board in quadruped position and hold on for 10 seconds [33].
- Ask the child to be on the balance board in kneeling position and hold on for 10 seconds [33].

Rotating board

- Ask the child to stand on the rotating board and hold on for 10 seconds [33].
- Ask the child to be on the rotating board in quadruped position and hold the position for 10 seconds [33].
- Ask the child to be on the rotating board in kneeling position and hold the position for 10 seconds [33].

Scooter

- Ask the child to sit on a scooter while the hands are cross around the chest and move in a straight line (5 meters), then stop, and again move back on the same route (A total of 10 roles) [33].
- Place the child prone on a scooter, and ask him/her to move in the direction of rotation. After 5 to 10 times, change the rotation direction [33].

Fencing balance

- Ask the child to walk on fencing balance to the front, rear and sides [33].

Swing

- Ask the child to sit on a swing and move him/her. Initially, move linearly (Front and rear, left and right), and then begin rotational movement [33].

Rocking T

- The child is tied to a T-bar firmly. The bar is rotated approximately 5-10 times [33].

Obstacle

- Ask the child to jump over obstacles of various heights [33].

Rolling

- Ask the child to move across the floor, forward or backward, with the arms extended straight overhead and the legs held straight [33].

Blanket

- The child lies along one edge of the blanket and grasps the edge. Then rolls up in the blanket toward the edge approximately 5-10 times [33].
Walk the spiral trails
- Ask the child to travel through different spiral paths [33].

Running through routes spiral
- The child is asked to run in spiral paths [33].

Moving backward
- The child is asked to move backward on a straight line [33].

Difficult moving backward
- The child is asked to move backward on a spiral path [33].

Postural Stability exercises for children with vestibular dysfunction
- Ask the child to stand on one leg. Ask him/her to do it for 15 seconds. Switch to the other leg (one of the Cawthorne-Cooksey exercise) [34].

- Ask the child to stand with the feet heel-to-toe with both arms extended for 15 seconds. Ask him/her to switch to the other leg [34].

- Sway back and forth. Locate the child behind a chair and before a wall. This prevents the child from falling. Ask the child to bend and move the center of body backward with his/her toes up. Now ask him/her to bend backward and move the center of his/her body forward with the heels up. Repeat it for 10 times [34] (Figure 8).

- Ask the child to march in place. Ask him/her to do it for 15 seconds with eyes open and closed [34].

- Ask the child to walk straight while he/she is turning his/her head. It is better to do it near a wall for needed help. Ask him/her to do it for 15 seconds [7].

Peripheral vestibular exercises for children with Unilateral vestibular dysfunction (focused on adaptive strategies)
- All exercises mentioned in part 1 and 2 needs to be followed.

- Ask the child to move his/her head horizontally with different speeds while he/she is looking at a target in front for 1 minute. Now ask him/her to move his/her head vertically [34] (Figure 9).

- Now ask the child to look at his/her thumb while he/she is moving his head and trunk together on a rotational chair. Do it for 30 seconds [34] (Figure 10).

- Ask the child to look at a target on a wall while walking, moving his/her head horizontally for 15 seconds. Now ask him/her to do it while he/she is moving his/her head vertically [34].

- Ask the child to sit down on a cp ball and look at a target in front while he/she is moving his body up and down for 1 minute (Otolith Stimulation) [7].
Peripheral vestibular exercises for children with Bilateral Vestibular Dysfunction (focused on adaptive and substitutive strategies)

- All exercises in part 1-2 and part 3 (to facilitate gaze stabilization).

- Put 2 targets horizontally in front of a child on the wall. Ask him to look at one target for 10 seconds. Afterward, ask him to look at the next target with head fixed. Now ask him/her to move his head toward the second target. Do it for 2-3 minutes. Now put the targets vertically and repeat the exercise. Ask the child to do it faster time by time [23]. This active eye-head movement will facilitate the saccadic or smooth pursuit strategies and central pre-programing [7].

- Ask the child to look at different targets with high eye speed with eyes fixed for 30 seconds (this exercise will facilitate gaze stabilization using saccadic eye movements) [38].

- Ask the child to stand with open eyes while he/she is opening his/her arms in front for 20 seconds. Now ask him/her to do it with eyes closed (simultaneous use of vestibular and somatosensory inputs) [38].

- Now ask him/her to repeat the above exercise on a foam with eyes opened and closed for 20 seconds (Simultaneous use of vestibular and visual inputs) [38].

- Ask the child to sit in front of a target and look at it. Now ask him to close his/her eyes remembering the target in his/her mind. He has to be on the target when he/she opens his/her eyes (to facilitate central programming). Do it five times [7].

- Ask the child to walk around the room while he/she suddenly move his/her head and trunk to the left and right side. Ask him/her to do it for 10 times [23].

Eye movement exercises for children with central or mixed peripheral and central Vestibular lesions

- All exercises of parts 1 and 2 are performed.

Gaze

Ask the child to keep his/her eyes still on a target for 20 seconds.

Saccade

Ask the child to keep the head still and move only the eyes. Place two targets close enough together while the child is looking directly at one. Ask him/her to look at one target and quickly look at the other target, without moving the head. These movements are repeated several times (one of the Cawthorne-Cooksey exercises) [34].

Saccade and VOR

Ask the child to look directly at a target, ensuring that his head is aligned with the target; then ask him/her to look at the other target; and afterward ask him/her to turn his/her head to the other target [35] (Figure 11).

Standard pursuit

Ask the child to look at your hand in front of him/her while you are moving it slowly for 40 seconds. Move it with different speed, horizontally and vertically.

Imagery pursuit (remembered target exercise)

Ask the child to look directly at a target. Then ask him/her to close the eyes and move the head slowly turning away from
the target while imagining that one is still looking at the target. Then tell him/her to open the eyes and check whether the target is kept in focus. If not, adjust the gaze on the target. Do it for 5 times. Repeat in the opposite direction [35] (Figure 12).

**Optokinetic exercises**

Use different optokinetic video format on the computer screen. Ask the child to follow the white and black bars to the end and back to the center. Do it for two minutes. Use bars with different speeds. First, use horizontal bars followed by vertical ones.

**9. Conclusion**

A well-designed and strategic PBT program in children might bring a significant improvement in child’s learning abilities, balance, development, and self-confidence. However, the effectiveness of such a program depends on the interest level of the children affected with vestibular dysfunction.
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